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High water consumption during irrigation is one of the main problems in agriculture. The 
preparation of a material that prolongs the water retention capacity of the soil is important. This 
article aimed to prepare superabsorbent hydrogels by the complexation of chitosan (CHI), with 
high degree of deacetylation (DD), and carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), with high degree of 
substitution (SD). Different parameters (concentration and polymeric solutions addition order, 
polysaccharides’ ratio, pH) were studied. Morphology, thermal stability, chemical composition, 
mechanical strength, and swelling kinetics of hydrogels in water were evaluated. A hydrogel 
formation mechanism was discussed and proposed. Results showed that most samples prepared at 
acid pH disintegrated during swelling test. The morphology of the hydrogels varied with the pH. 
It was obtained superabsorbent hydrogels (swelling > 400%) based on CMC (SD = 2.23) and CHI 
(DD = 92%), at basic pH, with good compression strength, and applicable as soil conditioner. The 
best sample was the one prepared with CMC:CHI = 1:2, polymeric solutions 1.5% m/v and pH 8.
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Introduction

The industrial applications of natural polymers are 
increasing in areas such as packaging, pharmaceuticals, 
medical devices and foods, due to their attractive 
characteristics such as biocompatibility, biodegradability 
and wide availability from agricultural wastes and marine 
sources. Among these materials are chitin, starches (potato, 
corn, wheat and rice), cellulose derivatives, and gums (guar, 
carrageenan, alginate and pectin), besides plant proteins 
(gelatin, casein and collagen).1-7 

The development of sustainable materials that contribute 
to preservation of nature is an interesting alternative, both 
for environmental preservation and industrial development. 
In this respect, biopolymers obtained from renewable 
sources stand out.8

Among the natural polymers that have been investigated 
are chitosan (CHI) and carboxymethylcellulose 
(CMC), which have the advantages of biodegradability, 
biocompatibility and better mechanical properties when 

complexed.9 Chitosan is a cationic polymer that can form 
flexible and resistant films with excellent mechanical 
properties.1,10 In turn, carboxymethylcellulose is an anionic 
polymer with low toxicity, wide availability in nature, high 
solubility in water, high sensitivity to pH variation and 
good ionic strength. Indeed, it is the only polyelectrolyte 
derived from cellulose with these characteristics. Its 
degree of substitution is given by the average number 
of carboxymethyl groups substituted per monomer unit, 
ranging from 0 to 3, with the remaining R = H (Figure 1).11,12 
The chemical structures of CMC are shown in Figure 1. 

Polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) are three-dimensional 
structures formed by a pair of ionic polymers with opposite 
charges in solution. The reaction to form hydrogels by 
polyelectrolytic complexation is an alternative to produce 
hydrogels with ionic crosslinks, where the main advantage 
of forming the PEC is the ease of preparation.13-17

Rosca et al.18 studied the interaction of chitosan 
hydrochloride (acetylation degree = 20.8%) with sodium 
carboxymethylcellulose (substitution degree = 0.8) in 
aqueous solution, by potentiometric, conductometric and 
turbidimetric titration, as well as in solid state by Fourier 
transform (FTIR) spectra and thermogravimetric analysis. 
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All methods demonstrated the formation of a complex, 
suggesting that the interaction occurs through electrostatic 
forces. 

Altam et al.19 prepared beads composed of CMC 
(substitution degree = 0.7) and CHI (deacetylation 
degree  =  95%) by interfacial complexation of these 
polymers via an extrusion-drop method. The results showed 
that the beads prepared at pH 4.5 were the strongest and 
could resist a force of up to 0.071 N. 

Zhao et al.20 prepared a PEC of CHI (deacetylation 
degree = 90%) and CMC (substitution degree = 0.8) by the 
semi-dissolution acidification sol-gel transition method. 
The samples exhibited good mechanical properties, with 
the maximum tensile strength of 0.18 MPa and elongation 
at break of 127.6%. The samples also had good adsorption 
capacity of cationic and anionic dyes, with maximum 
adsorption capacities of 212.83 mg g-1 for sunset yellow 
FCF and 167.35 mg g-1 for methylene blue.

Shang et al.21 prepared an amphoteric hydrogel film by 
solution blending of CHI (deacetylation degree = 90%) with 
CMC (substitution degree not informed) and crosslinking 
with glutaraldehyde. The bending of the film in an electric 
field was studied in different electrolyte solutions. The 
equilibrium bending angle of the hydrogels reached a 
maximum in the buffer solution at pH 5-6 with 0.2 M ionic 
strength. The authors suggested the use of the hydrogel in 
microsensor and actuator applications, especially in the 
biomedical field.

Chen et al.22 prepared a polyelectrolyte complex 
based on CHI (deacetylation degree > 90%) and CMC 
(substitution degree = 0.7) using a dry thermo-mechanical 
kneading method. They also incorporated two clays, 
montmorillonite and sepiolite, in the formulations. The 

resulting films were initially flexible, but they all became 
rigid with similar density after removal of excess moisture 
for recrystallization. The FTIR spectra were similar, 
suggesting that the addition of nanoclays did not change the 
biopolymer molecular interactions. The X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) results showed that the inclusion of nanoclays had 
no major effect.

Ferreira et al.23 studied the effects of CHI (deacetylation 
degree = 76.7%) and CMC (substitution degree = 0.59 ± 0.03),  
with varied mixing ratios (from 1:0 to 4:0 and 0:1 to 0:4), 
temperatures (25, 45, 65, 85 ºC), and pH levels (3.0, 3.5, 
4.0, 4.5) on the PEC’s properties. The authors concluded 
that the ratio of 1:2 and temperature of 25 ºC were the 
best, independently of the pH value. The conditions 
tested led to the formation of macro and micro-structured 
polyelectrolyte complexes. Micro-PECs had homogeneous 
appearance, whereas macro-PECs presented porous 
network structures interspersed with heterogeneous-sized 
vacuoles. Also, the micro-PECs were thermally more stable 
than either of the biomolecules separately. 

There are few systematic studies reported in the literature 
on the preparation of hydrogels by the polyelectrolytic 
complexation of CMC with a high degree of substitution 
and CHI with a high degree of deacetylation. Furthermore, 
to date, no studies have been found on the preparation of 
superabsorbent hydrogels based on CMC and CHI, at basic 
pH, for application as soil conditioners.

Sabadini et al.24 produced superabsorbent hydrogels 
composed of starch and gellan gum crosslinked with citric 
acid (CA) and incorporating bentonite (BET) and halloysite 
(HAL) nanoclays. It evaluated compositions from 100, 75, 
25, and 0% of gellan gum to starch, all crosslinked with 
10, 5, and 2% (m/m) of CA. The swelling properties in 
water were studied. The best swelling was observed for 
the sample without clay, with 100% gellan gum and 2% 
of CA, and it occurred in 24 h. The addition of HAL to the 
hydrogel composition decreased this value to 296 and 8 h 
of immersion in water. The addition of BET clay impacted 
negatively on the swelling properties of the hydrogels, 
reaching a maximum of 205 in 48 h of immersion in 
water. However, the authors concluded that the hydrogels 
produced can be used for crop water management.

Hydrogels based on a mixture of whey proteins and 
alginic acid (ALG) were developed as a soil conditioner and 
for sustained release of the urea fertilizer.25 Formulations 
were prepared from different proteins at a polysaccharide 
ratio of 1-10% m/m (with respect to protein content). The 
hydrogels were prepared by applying calcium chloride as 
the cross-linking agent. The results demonstrate how adding 
alginic acid promoted the possible utilization of the whey 
protein hydrogel in agriculture. Samples containing a higher 

Figure 1. Chemical structure of (a) CHI and (b) CMC, as well as 
(c) introduction of the carboxymethyl group in the glucopyranose ring 
of cellulose to obtain CMC (R = H or CH2COO-Na+).
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amount of ALG demonstrated a different response to pH in 
terms of swelling ratio and time, since a longer period of 
exposure was required to reach equilibrium. The number 
of swelling-drying cycles that defined the durability of the 
hydrogel as a soil conditioner went up in number as the 
concentration of ALG was raised. The water retention test 
performed in soil indicated a slower water evaporation ratio 
for the hydrogels with 5 and 10% ALG. 

Hydrogels were prepared by in situ hydrogelation of 
chitosan with salicylaldehyde in the presence of urea. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images showed 
that the formulations were porous and urea crystals were 
embedded into the pore walls. Their ability to fertilize 
the soil and to hold the water were investigated. An 
outstanding increase of the water holding parameter, from 
29 (reference soil) to 154 wt.% (for hydrogel) has been 
recorded. Moreover, the soil sample without hydrogels 
lost the absorbed water after 7 days, while those with 
formulations after 12 days. The authors concluded that 
the samples could be used as soil fertilizers improving the 
water-holding capacity and nitrogen percentage of the soil.26

Ghobashy et al.27 prepared hydrogels based on a 
combination of irradiated natural polymer (CMC) and 
synthetic polymer (poly(acrylic acid), PAAc). Different 
sample formulations of CMC-PAAc hydrogels were 
prepared with different doses of CMC degradation to 
study their impact on the degree of swelling. Then, the 
sample with the best swelling was chosen to be used as 
a soil conditioner and for the controlled release of urea. 
The results showed that the sample prepared from CMC 
irradiated at a dose of 2 kGy was the most effective sample, 
presenting a degree of swelling of 155 g g-1 after 300 min. 
The authors concluded that 1 g of this sample absorbed 
about 100 g of water after 90 min, and therefore this sample 
was proposed as the soil conditioner for agriculture.

CMC hydrogels were produced via chemical crosslink 
with citric acid and filled with nanocellulose (NC), 
montmorillonite, or vermiculite, in different contents (1, 
3, 5, and 10 wt.%). The results indicated that the greater 
the interactions between the filler and the CMC smaller 
the water absorption (WA). This trend was seen mainly for 
high NC and vermiculite contents, with WA values of 19 
and 15 g g−1, respectively. Montmorillonite resulted in high 
WA values, ca. 30 g g−1. The selected samples to incorporate 
NPK fertilizer were 3% NC, 1% vermiculite, and 1 and 
3% montmorillonite. The efficiency of these materials was 
confirmed by in vivo tests using cucumber as a culture. The 
formulations showed the potential to reduce fertilizer loss 
during application and improve water use in agriculture.28

We aimed to prepare and characterize superabsorbent 
hydrogels by the polyelectrolytic complexation of 

carboxymethylcellulose with high substitution degree 
(SD = 2.23) and chitosan with high deacetylation degree 
(DD = 92%), in a basic medium, without the addition of 
crosslinkers, to be applied as soil conditioners. For this, 
hydrogels need to exhibit high swelling in water and good 
compression strength. Thus, we evaluated the influence of 
different preparation conditions (concentration of solutions, 
ratio between polysaccharides, order of adding the polymer 
solutions and pH of the medium) on the morphological, 
thermal and mechanical properties of the PECs, along with 
their water absorption kinetics.

Experimental

Reagents

We used chitosan  with average molecular weight (Mw) 
190,000-310,000 Da, (CAS-No 9012-76-4), purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, USA), carboxymethylcellulose 
Mw  ca.  90,000 Da, (CAS-No  9000-11-7) provided by 
Denver-Especialidades Químicas (São Paulo, Brazil). 
Acetic acid (CAS-No  543-24-8), sodium hydroxide 
(CAS-No 1310-73-2), sodium chloride (CAS-No 7647-14-5) 
and hydrogen chloride (CAS-No 7647-01-0) were supplied 
by Vetec Química Fina Ltda. (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). All 
the reagents were used as received. 

Instrumentation

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analysis was 
carried out on a Varian Mercury VX 300 spectrometer 
operating at 600.13 MHz (IMA/UFRJ, RJ, Brazil), Vario 
Macro analyzer at combustion temperature of 1,150 °C 
(Instituto de Química/UERJ, RJ, Brazil), Zeta potential was 
carried out on a Zetasizer Nano series, Malvern Instruments 
(IMA/UFRJ, RJ, Brazil). Thermogravimetric analysis was 
carried out on a TA Instruments model Q50 V6.4 Build 193 
thermogravimeter (Instituto de Química/UERJ, RJ, Brazil). 
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis 
was carried out on a PerkinElmer Spectrum 1000 FTIR 
spectrometer with an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) 
(Instituto de Química/UERJ, RJ, Brazil). The hydrogels 
samples were dried using  the Lyophilizer - Terroni, 
model Interprise I-D (Instituto de Química/UERJ, RJ, 
Brazil). In determining the compressive strength, it was 
used Emic DL2000 universal testing machine with load 
cell of 500 N (Instituto de Química/UERJ, RJ, Brazil). 
The microscope, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
FEI Inspect 550 (Instituto de Química/UERJ, RJ, Brazil), 
operating at voltage of 10 KV, with a secondary electron 
detector was used. 
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The experimental method consisted of three steps: 
characterization of the pure polysaccharides, preparation 
of the hydrogels, and characterization of the hydrogels.

Characterization of the polysaccharides

The substitution degree (SD) of the CMC was obtained 
by 1H NMR, through the ratio between the integrals of the 
methylene protons of the carboxymethyl groups and the 
integrals of the protons belonging to the β-D-glucopyranose 
unit linked to carbons C2, C3, C4, C5 and C6 (Figure 1c), 
according to equation 1.29 

SD = (a/2)(b/6) (1)

where a: integral referring to the methylene protons of 
the carboxymethyl groups (3.8 ppm < d < 4.3 ppm); 
and b: integral referring to the six protons linked to the 
β-D-glucopyranose unit (2.8 ppm < d < 3.8 ppm).

Based on the method described by Kono et al.,30 we 
performed the 1H NMR analysis with approximately 30 mg 
of CMC, dissolved in deuterated water (D2O, purity of 
99.96%), and then transferred to a probe with diameter of 
5 mm, which in turn was placed in a Varian Mercury VX 
300 spectrometer operating at 600.13 MHz. The number of 
transients was 82,000, with pulse calibrated to 90 degrees 
and a 2 s interval between pulses, acquisition time of 0.850 s 
and temperature of 25 ºC.

The deacetylation degree (DD) of the chitosan was 
determined by elemental analysis (CHN), with application 
of equation 2.31 We used a Vario Macro analyzer at 
combustion temperature of 1,150 °C, with time of 90 s and 
flow of 75 mL min-1. 

 (2)

where C/N = ratio between carbon and nitrogen.
The zeta potential values were measured with a 

Zetasizer Nano series (Malvern Instruments). All the 
measurements were performed at 25 °C in triplicate.

For this purpose, we prepared an aqueous solution of 
CMC (0.01% m/v), with addition of 10-3 mol L-1 of an 
aqueous solution of sodium chloride (NaCl). For the CHI, 
we prepared an acid solution (2% v/v of acetic acid) at 
0.01% m/v and with 10-3 mol L-1 of an aqueous solution 
of NaCl. These solutions were called the stock solutions 
and were kept under magnetic stirring for 24 h to assure 
complete solubilization of the polysaccharides. Aliquots of 
10 mL of each stock solution were separated to adjust the 

pH and for subsequent analysis of the zeta potential. The 
adjustment of the pH of the chitosan solution between 2 
and 6 was accomplished by dropwise addition of solutions 
of hydrogen chloride (HCl) or sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
at 2.0 mol L-1. For the carboxymethylcellulose solution, the 
pH was adjusted in the range of 3 to 9 by adding solutions 
of HCl or NaOH at 0.01 mol L-1 each.

The mean viscometric molar masses (Mv) of the 
polysaccharides used in this study were determined 
in previous investigations.32,33 The Mv values were 
4.8 × 103 (CMC) and 1.1 × 105 (CHI).

To determine the thermal stability, we used a TA 
Instruments model Q50 V6.4 Build 193 thermogravimeter. 
About 10 mg of sample was placed in a platinum 
crucible and heated in a quartz oven with controlled 
atmosphere of ultrapure nitrogen (99.96% purity) at 
flow of 100 mL min-1. The temperature range analyzed 
was 25 to 500 ºC, at a heating rate of 20 ºC min-1. The 
degradation onset temperature (Tonset) was determined by 
the intersection of the tangent to the thermogravimetric 
(TG) curves at the zero line and the tangent at the 
point where the degradation speed was highest for the 
referred degradation stage. The temperatures at which 
the respective degradation speeds were maximum (Tmax.) 
were determined from the derivate TG (DTG) curves by 
ascertaining the maximum point of the derivative of the 
mass in relation to the temperature. 

The chemical composition of the polysaccharides was 
determined by Fourier-transform infrared spectrometry in 
a PerkinElmer Spectrum 1000 FTIR spectrometer with 
an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) accessory, since the 
samples were opaque. The spectral range of the analysis 
was 4000-400 cm-1.

Formation of PECs based on CHI and CMC

We first prepared solutions of each polysaccharide 
at different concentrations (CMC-1.5 and 3.0% m/v and 
CHI-1.5 and 3.0% m/v). These concentration values 
were defined by previous investigations by our research 
group.34-36 The aqueous solutions of CMC were prepared in 
beakers with 1 L capacity. After weighing, each sample was 
placed in a beaker followed by a corresponding volume of 
deionized water, and the mixture was left under magnetic 
stirring for 24 h at 25 ºC for complete solubilization. The 
acid solutions of CHI were prepared in beakers with the 
same capacity, in which the chitosan samples were placed, 
followed by addition of a 2.0% v/v solution of acetic acid 
(CH3COOH). The mixture was submitted to magnetic 
stirring for 24 h at 25 ºC to assure complete dissolution of 
the polysaccharide.
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After preparation, the solutions were mixed in different 
volumetric ratios (CMC:CHI = 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2) in beakers 
with capacity of 250 mL and immersed in a water bath over 
a hot plate to maintain temperature of 25 °C. Then, the pH 
of each mixture was adjusted to the range between 4 and 9 
by adding a solution of sodium hydroxide (1.0 mol L-1). The 
final mixtures were kept under stirring for 24 h at 25 °C, 
after which the samples were washed with deionized water, 
frozen and lyophilized. 

Characterization of the PECs

To determine the swelling kinetics, approximately 0.3 g 
of lyophilized PEC was transferred to a 250 mL beaker, 
followed by addition of 100 mL of deionized water. The 
sample was kept immersed for different times (1, 3, 6 and 
24 h). After each interval, the sample was removed from 
the beaker and the excess water was wiped off with paper 
towel. Then, the swollen sample was weighed with the 
analytic scale and the swelling degree (SwD) was calculated 
by equation 3.35 All the measurements were performed in 
triplicate.

 (3)

where Mf is the mass of the swollen sample after time “t”, 
and Mo is the initial mass of the sample before the swelling 
test (lyophilized sample).

To determine the compressive strength of the PEC 
samples, we used an Emic DL2000 universal testing 
machine with load cell of 500 N and test speed of 
12  mm  min-1. Five test specimens were prepared with 
dimensions of 20 mm long × 20 mm diameter. The 
compressive strength test was performed according to the 
ASTM D 1621-0037 standard with adaptation. The values 
of maximum compressive stress (σmax.) were determined by 
measuring the force (f) necessary to compress the samples 
to 50% deformation, i.e., length of 10 mm. The tests were 
performed in triplicate and the stress values (σ) were 
determined by equation 4.

 (4)

where: f is the force exerted and So is the surface area of 
the test specimen.

SEM was used to visualize the morphology of the 
material in detail and to determine the size of the voids 
formed in each material, using the ImageJ software.38 The 
microscope used was an FEI Inspect 550, operating at 
voltage of 10 KV, with a secondary electron detector. The 
samples were previously coated with carbon.

The thermal stability of the PECs and their chemical 
composition were investigated by TG and FTIR, 
respectively, following the same experimental procedure 
employed for analysis of the pure polysaccharides. 

Results and Discussion

The chemical composition of the polysaccharides was 
investigated by FTIR, where the spectra had the same 
characteristic absorption bands of each polysaccharide.39 
The values are reported in Supplementary Information (SI) 
section (Figure S1 and Table S1). 

The SD of the CMC was determined by using equation 1, 
based on the data from 1H NMR, and presented a value 
of 2.23.33,40,41 When the cellulose chain is completely 
substituted, its substitution degree is 3.41 According to the 
result found for the sample used in this study, we can state 
that the CMC had high substitution degree. The 1H NMR 
spectrum and the corresponding attributions of the signals 
of the carboxymethylcellulose used in this study are reported 
in SI section (Figure S2 and Table S2, respectively).

The characterization of the chitosan by elemental 
analysis (CHN) indicated the following composition: 
carbon (39.19%); hydrogen (7.33%); and nitrogen (7.42%). 
The DD was calculated by applying equation 2, with a 
value of 92%.

The thermograms of the pure polysaccharides 
(Figure S3, SI section) revealed the presence of an initial 
degradation stage at temperature up to 150 ºC, related to 
the loss of the water absorbed by the polysaccharides.13,42 
The temperatures of the initial degradation stages (Tonset) 
related to the polymer chains were 282 and 288 ºC for the 
CMC and CHI, respectively. The temperatures where the 
degradation speeds were highest (Tmax) were 292 and 306 ºC 
for the CMC and CHI, respectively. 

The optimal pH for interaction between the 
polysaccharides was determined by measuring the zeta 
potential of the polymers individually in solution, at 
different pH values. The curves of variation of zeta 
potential in function of pH comparatively between the 
carboxymethylcellulose and chitosan are shown in Figure 2.

In an acid medium, the amino groups of the CHI 
are protonated, causing a positive potential value. As 
the pH increases, the protonated amino groups become 
progressively deprotonated. It has been previously 
established that chitosan is soluble in acid media up to pH of 
approximately 6 to 7, after which it precipitates.43 Therefore, 
it was not possible to determine the zeta potential of the 
CHI at pH higher than 6. In turn, in the case of the CMC, in 
basic media the carboxyl groups become ionized. However, 
the experimental results found in this work indicated that 
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as of pH 5, the zeta potential values of the CMC solutions 
were statistically similar. Therefore, the increase of pH 
promoted lesser ionization of the amino groups in the 
chitosan structure (NH3

+) and greater ionization of the 
carboxyl groups of the carboxymethylcellulose (COO-). 

The zeta potential results shown in Figure 2 suggest 
that the pH range where the best electrostatic interaction 
between the polysaccharides occurred was from 3 to 7. It 
is known that during the formation of the polyelectrolyte 
complex, both polymers must be ionized and have opposite 
charges. Furthermore, the formation of this type of PEC 
between a weak polybase (such as CHI) and a weak 
polyacid (such as CMC) occurs with greater intensity in 
the pH range between the pKa values of the two polymers, 
since more than half of the ionic groups of both will be 
ionized.44 In the case of the system studied here, the best 
formation of the CMC-CHI complex occurred at the pH 
range of the pKa values of the CMC (3.2-4.6)45 and the pKa 
range of the chitosan (6.2-7.5),46 i.e., between 4.7 and 6.1. 
Therefore, the optimal pH range for interaction between 
the two polysaccharides, defined by the zeta potential (5-7), 
was in accordance with findings reported in the literature. 
The pH value of 3 was disregarded, because to adjust the 
pH to that value, the chitosan would have been positively 
charged, while the CMC would diminish the ionization of 
the carboxyl groups so that they would be neutral, causing 
their precipitation. Besides this, over the long run, at pH 
values below 4, CMC tends to undergo hydrolysis.44

CMC consists of long and rigid molecules with negative 
charges. Thus, its molecules in solution are stretched due 
to the electrostatic repulsion of the segments of the chain. 
Besides this, since the molecules repel each other, result in 
monodisperse solutions that are highly viscous and stable. A 
pH value below 4 suppresses the ionization of the carboxyl 

groups so that some of them lose their charge. Molecular 
association then occurs, and the viscosity increases for a 
time interval, but this viscosity cannot be maintained for 
long periods at pH values below 4 due to the occurrence 
of hydrolysis.44 

PEC based on CMC and CHI 

In this study, at the moment when the polysaccharide 
solutions were mixed to form the PEC, the pH values of the 
two solutions were 7.06 (CMC) and 3.03 (CHI). According 
to the zeta potential results (Figure 2), these values favored 
the formation of a polyelectrolyte complex (PEC), since the 
amino groups of the CHI were protonated and the carboxyl 
groups of the CMC were ionized.

Costa et al.13 conducted a computational study about 
the formation of a PEC composed of sodium alginate and 
chitosan. The results showed that besides the electrostatic 
interaction between the ionized carboxyl groups of the 
alginate and the protonated amine groups of the CHI, 
hydrogen bonds also had a strong influence on the 
stabilization of the PEC, due to the high energy involved.

Since the formation of the PEC occurs by the physical 
mixture of the CMC and CHI solutions, and consequently 
by the formation of electrostatic interactions between these 
polymers and by the other intermolecular interactions 
between their chains, it is possible to suggest that the 
formation of the CHI-CMC complex occurred according 
to the schematic representation shown in Figure 3, showing 
the network formed by the two polysaccharides with the 
ionized groups along their chains. 

We evaluated the variation of some parameters for 
preparing the samples obtained by the formation of the 
polyelectrolyte complex: CMC:CHI concentration of the 
polysaccharide solutions; volumetric ratio (CMC:CHI); 
order of adding the polymer solutions; and pH of the 
medium. 

Based on the variation of the concentration of the 
polysaccharide solutions, it was possible to observe that the 
high viscosity of both the CMC and the CHI when using 
the concentration 3.0% m/v prevented PEC formation. 
Therefore, we reduced the concentration to 1.5% m/v, 
which consequently lowered the viscosity of the solutions 
and enabled obtaining the PEC. Therefore, there are no 
results for the samples with concentration of the solutions 
of 3.0% m/v. Table 1 shows the reaction conditions and 
results regarding formation of the PEC with solutions of 
both polysaccharides at concentration of 1.5% m/v.

At acid pH, chitosan presents protonated amine groups, 
while CMC has weakly charged carboxyl groups, i.e., there 
are few free charges to interact with the CHI. At basic pH, 

Figure 2. Zeta potential curves of the polysaccharides in solutions with 
different pH values.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the formation of the PEC from the ionic polymers (a), and proposed mechanism for formation of the PEC based 
on CMC and CHI (b).

Table 1. Formation of the polyelectrolyte complex (PEC) according to the variation of the reaction conditions and integrity of each sample after the swelling 
test (concentration of the solutions of CMC and CHI: 1.5% m/v)

Volumetric ratio (CMC:CHI)
Order of adding the 

polysaccharide solutions
pHa Formation of PEC

Integrity of PEC after 
swelling

2:1 
CHI added to CMC

4

yes sample disintegrated
1:1 yes sample disintegrated
1:2 yes sample intact
2:1

CMC added to CHI
yes sample disintegrated

1:1 yes sample disintegrated
1:2 yes sample intact
2:1 

CHI added to CMC

5

yes sample disintegrated
1:1 yes sample disintegrated
1:2 yes sample disintegrated
2:1 

CMC added to CHI
yes sample disintegrated

1:1 yes sample disintegrated
1:2 yes sample disintegrated
2:1 

CHI added to CMC

6

yes sample disintegrated
1:1 yes sample intact
1:2 yes sample intact
2:1 

CMC added to CHI
yes sample intact

1:1 yes sample intact
1:2 yes sample disintegrated
2:1 

CHI added to CMC

7

yes sample intact
1:1 yes sample intact
1:2 yes sample intact
2:1 

CMC added to CHI
yes sample intact

1:1 yes sample intact
1:2 yes sample intact
2:1 

CHI added to CMC

8

yes sample disintegrated
1:1 yes sample intact
1:2 yes sample intact
2:1 

CMC added to CHI
yes sample disintegrated

1:1 yes sample intact
1:2 yes sample intact
2:1 

CHI added to CMC

9

no -
1:1 no -
1:2 no -
2:1 

CMC added to CHI
no -

1:1 no -
1:2 no -
apH of the medium for preparing the PEC. CHI: chitosan; CMC: carboxymethylcellulose.
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CHI is soluble only at pH up to 6.5-7.0; while CMC has 
ionized carboxyl groups. 

As shown in Table 1, only when adjusting the pH of 
the system to 9 was it impossible to form PEC. When we 
mixed the polymers in the same beaker and homogenized 
the system, the polymer chains of both polysaccharides 
began to interact with each other, thus enabling PEC 
formation. At that moment, the pH values of the medium 
based on the mixture were 3.30 (CMC:CHI = 1:2), 3.86 
(CMC:CHI = 2:1) and 3.55 (CMC:CHI = 1:1). 

The adjustment of the pH results in the ionization of 
groups that, at the moment of mixing the polymer solutions, 
are not ionized. This fact influences the formation and 
stability of the PEC. The contrary can also happen, i.e., 
since the two polysaccharides have different molar mass 
values, parts of the polymer chain can exist that are not 
interacting with the other polymer, but that contain ionized 
groups, which can become neutral after correcting the pH. 

Since the average viscometric molar mass of the CHI 
sample (1.1 × 105) was greater than that of the CMC 
(4.8 × 103),33 at pH of 9, the carboxyl groups of the CMC 
had a high ionization degree. Because the sample had high 
substitution degree (SD = 2.23), stretching and repulsion 
occurred between the chains of the CMC due to the excess 
of negative charge. In turn, CHI, which initially managed 
to interact with the CMC, precipitated in the medium due 
to the strong basicity. Thus, it was not possible to achieve 
hydrogel formation at pH 9.

To confirm the presence of both polysaccharides in the 
samples, we performed FTIR analyses. The spectra had the 
main bands characteristic of CMC and CHI. Shifts of the 
band in the region of 3000 cm-1 and of the band located 
at 1430 cm-1 confirmed the occurrence of an interaction 
between the cationic groups of chitosan and the anionic 
groups of carboxymethylcellulose.47 SI section (Figure S4 
and Table S3) presents the spectra of the two PEC samples 
and a description of the absorption bands. It is not necessary 
to present the spectra of all samples since they had the 
same profile. 

Swelling kinetics of the polyelectrolyte complexes in water

Although we obtained PECs in a wide range of pH 
values, in many cases, the degree of interaction between the 
polymer chains was not sufficient to keep the sample intact 
(stable) when submitted to the swelling test (Table 1). This 
behavior can probably be attributed to the imbalance of the 
ionic groups in the two polysaccharides, thus preventing 
the formation of a stable material due to the absence of 
sufficiently strong ionic interactions. Here we defined a 
stable PEC as one that did not disintegrate after the swelling 

test, due to the formation of sufficient ionic interactions to 
keep the sample stable. 

The swelling process involves the absorption of water 
molecules on the surface of the lyophilized PEC, which 
penetrate inside the polymer network, initially hydrating the 
hydrophilic and polar groups, resulting in expansion of the 
material. Subsequently, the other molecules are absorbed 
by the PEC structure due to the osmotic force.48-50

Figure 4 shows two different samples, before and after 
the swelling test. In Figure 4a it is possible to observe that 
the sample with CMC:CHI = 1:1 at pH = 4 disintegrated 
after 1 h in the test, while Figure 4b shows that the sample 
with CMC:CHI = 1:1 at pH = 8 remained intact until the 
end of the swelling time (24 h).

The order of adding the polysaccharide solutions 
did not affect the integrity of the samples, because the 
swelling test results were similar in relation to this variable 
(Table 1). Therefore, the order of adding the solutions was 
standardized for the rest of the study as adding the CMC 
solution to the CHI solution (CMC:CHI).

Irrespective of the conditions utilized in preparing the 
polyelectrolyte complex, the samples that remained intact 
had SwD greater than 100%, and in the majority of these 
cases, the swelling was greater than 1000% (Table  2), 
so all of these hydrogel samples can be classified as 
superabsorbent materials.51 

Table 2 and Figure S5 (SI section) show that the 
samples’ SwD tended to decline with increasing pH. pH 
can influence the composition and stability of the PEC. In 
solutions with high acidity (polyacid) or basicity (polybase), 
the ionic state of the polyelectrolyte changes so that the net 
charge of a complex polyelectrolyte approaches zero. Under 
those conditions, the electrostatic forces responsible for the 
complexation cease to exist, so the complex can disintegrate 
into the individual polyelectrolytes.14 

Figure 4. Behavior of the PEC samples during the swelling test: 
(a) CMC:CHI = 1:1 at pH = 4; (b) CMC:CHI 1:1 at pH = 8.
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It is known that increasing the pH of the medium used 
to prepare a polyelectrolyte complex causes a reduction 
in the availability of protonated amine groups in chitosan, 
while the ionization of carboxyl groups of the CMC 
increases. Thus, when using the CMC:CHI volumetric 
ratio of 1:2, there is greater availability of NH3

+ ions, 
since there are more chitosan chains in the medium, 
so the formation of electrostatic interactions between 
the polymer chains also increases, resulting in a lower 
swelling degree of the PEC sample. The sample prepared 
at pH 8, using CMC:CHI 1:2, showed a maximum degree 
of swelling equal to 441 ± 184% (8 ± 2 g), which was the 
lowest SwD value of all samples.

Table 2 shows the influence of varying the volumetric 
ratio of the polysaccharides on the SwD of the PEC 
(Table 2). It can be seen that irrespective of the pH of the 
medium, the highest swelling values were obtained for 
the samples prepared with CMC:CHI ratio = 1:1. Possible 
explanations for this result are a lower crosslinking degree 
between the polymer chains and/or the morphology of the 
samples, which might have regions with large voids in 
which water molecules are retained. Among these samples, 
the one with the highest SwD value (7628 ± 967% or 
77 ± 10 g g-1) was the sample prepared at pH 6.

Both polysaccharides presented high substitution 
degrees, so a large number of ionizable groups were 
present, facilitating the occurrence of interactions between 
the respective polymer chains. Those interactions depend 
on the pH of the medium, since the pH value defines the 
quantity of ionized groups in each polymer, even though 
the CHI had higher molar mass than the CMC.17

With respect to the CMC:CHI volumetric ratio of 2:1, 
independent of the pH of the medium, the SwD values 
were lower (Table 2), indicating that at this volumetric 
ratio, the PEC might have been more strongly crosslinked. 
The highest swelling degree was obtained with the sample 
prepared in pH 6 (SwD = 5085 ± 454% or 52 ± 5 g).

When mixing the two polysaccharide solutions, 
irrespective of the volumetric ratio used, the pH of the 
medium was equal to 4. At this pH, the CMC was at its 
isoelectric point (Figure 2) and the CHI had ionized amino 
groups (NH3

+). Therefore, in the acid medium, the chitosan 
chains tended to spread apart due to the electrostatic 
repulsion caused by the protonated groups, in turn causing 
the chains to be more extended.52

The slow addition of the solution of NaOH 1 mol L-1 
to adjust the pH resulted in the formation of carboxyl 
groups in the medium (COO-), originating from the CMC. 
In counterpart, there was a reduction of the free ionized 
amino groups. It has been reported in the literature32,33 that 
the polymer chains of CHI (Mv = 1.1 × 105 g mol-1) are 
longer than those of CMC (Mv = 4.8 × 103 g mol-1), so the 
availability of amino groups tends to be higher than that of 
the carboxyl group. Therefore, it is possible to understand 
the influence of the larger quantity of CMC in the medium, 
favoring increased availability of carboxyl groups to interact 
electrostatically with the protonated groups (NH3

+) of CHI, 
resulting in greater crosslinking and thus lower swelling 
degree. Therefore, we believe that the gradual increase of 
the basicity of the medium, forming more carboxyl groups 
in the CMC’s structure, led to a higher degree of crosslinking 
between the polymer chains, despite the reduction in the 
number of the protonated amino groups, i.e., the samples 
prepared with CMC:CHI volumetric ratio of 2:1 contained 
a smaller number of polymer chains of CMC than those 
prepared with ratio of 1:1 or 1:2 (CMC:CHI). Therefore, in 
the system with CMC:CHI volumetric ratio of 2:1, there was 
a greater quantity of -COO- groups, allowing the occurrence 
of an electrostatic interaction with the -NH3

+ groups of 
chitosan, hence diminishing the swelling of the PEC.

Analysis of the samples with volumetric ratio of 1:1 in 
function of the difference between the size of the polymer 
chains, and thus the difference in the number of ionic groups 
in the two polysaccharides, indicated the probable existence 

Table 2. Maximum compressive stress (σmax), swelling degree (SwD), morphological and thermal parameters of the PECs

CMC:CHIa pHb σmax / MPa SwD / % SwDc / (g g-1)
Morphological parameters

Thermal parametersd

Voids
Average size / mm Quantity Tonset

e / ºC Tmax
f / ºC

1:1

6 0.046 ± 0.003 7628 ± 967 77 ± 10 2.09 ± 0.8 6000 258 290
7 0.022 ± 0.002 5061 ± 50 52 ± 1 2.06 ± 0.3 6200 270 295

8 0.060 ± 0.010 1642 ± 289 17 ± 3 1.81 ± 0.9 14000 256 294

2:1
6 0.008 ± 0.001 5085 ± 454 52 ± 5 2.20 ± 0.6 10000 252 301
7 0.113 ± 0.006 972 ± 355 11 ± 4 1.80 ± 0.7 7000 251 291

1:2

4 0.073 ± 0.010 3009 ± 314 31 ± 3 2.40 ± 0.4 6000 256 288

7 0.055 ± 0.006 2211 ± 575 23 ± 6 1.50 ± 0.8 34000 237 268

8 0.198 ± 0.013 441 ± 184 8 ± 2 0.63 ± 0.2 3200 255 285
aVolumetric ratio of the polysaccharide solutions; bpH of medium for preparing the PEC; cSwD: swollen sample mass/dry sample mass (0.3 g); dequipment 
error = ± 4 ºC; etemperature of start of degradation; ftemperature of fastest degradation; CHI: chitosan; CMC: carboxymethylcellulose.
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of a certain quantity of free amino groups in the CHI, i.e., 
without participation in the ionic crosslinking. This can cause 
an electrostatic repulsion between the groups, thus originating 
chitosan chain segments that are longer and more spread 
apart. In these chain segments, greater interaction can occur 
between the chitosan and the water molecules by means of 
hydrogen bonds, thus promoting a higher swelling degree.53 

Compressive strength 

The compressive strength test was performed only on 
the samples that remained intact after the swelling test. The 
values of maximum compressive stress (σmax) of the PECs 
are listed in Table 2.

According to the literature,34,53,54 it is possible to 
obtain improved mechanical properties of polyelectrolyte 
complexes by increasing the availability of ionized 
polymer chains, which will form a network, resulting in 
higher compressive strength. Further evaluation of the data 
presented in the literature36,55 indicated that satisfactory 
mechanical resistance of the material should be greater 
than 0.01 MPa. Thus, the sample prepared with CMC:CHI 
ratio of 2:1 and pH = 6 was not submitted to the next 
characterization step, since it had compressive strength 
of 0.008 ± 0.001 MPa. This decision was based on the 
fact that because the polyelectrolyte complexes were 
superabsorbent, they had potential for application as soil 
conditioners (to increase water retention), thus helping to 
combat an important environmental problem caused by 
the use of large amounts of water to irrigate crops. The use 
of a superabsorbent PEC will make the soil near the roots 
moist for a longer period, enabling reducing the frequency 
of irrigation and the amount of water applied.

Figure 5 contains the stress-strain curves obtained 
in this study, indicating a tendency for concordance 
between the compressive strength and swelling degree 
results (Table  2), i.e., higher crosslinking between 
the CMC and CHI chains was associated with greater 
mechanical strength, and consequently with lower SwD. 
The sample prepared with CMC:CHI ratio of 1:2 and 
pH = 8 presented the highest compressive strength value 
(0.198 ± 0.013 MPa). Besides this, the deformation of 
the PEC was elastic, because the material returned to its 
initial conformation when the force was removed. This 
occurred because when a force is applied to compress a 
PEC, the polymer chains are rearranged to accommodate 
the deformation.56 That characteristic is important due to 
the intended use of the sample prepared in this study (soil 
conditioner). After application, the soil will exert stress 
on the PEC, and it is desirable for the material to remain 
intact to assure greater durability. 

Characterization of morphology

The morphology of the PEC was determined by SEM. 
Figure 6 presents the micrographs of the samples with 
magnification of 100×, along with the graphs referring to the 
static treatment, obtained by the ImageJ software,38 presenting 
the relation between the size of the voids versus their 
distribution. We decided to use low magnification because 
we wanted to analyze a larger surface area of each sample. 
Table 2 reports the size and distribution of the voids in each 
PEC sample. Therefore, the analysis of the morphology was 
based on statistical analysis along with visual observation. 

It is known that an acid pH value favors the protonation of 
the amino groups (NH3

+) of CHI, while the carboxyl groups 
of CMC become less anionic. Based on this, the pH range 
where the best crosslinking between the polysaccharides 
should theoretically occur is between the pKa values of 
the polymers, i.e., between 5 and 7. Thus, we expected an 
increase of pH to be associated with a reduction of the voids 
in the samples, due to the greater electrostatic interaction 
between the polymer chains. That assumption was in line 
with the results of the swelling degree and compressive 
strength tests, where higher pH tended to diminish the 
SwD value, and hence increased the mechanical resistance. 
However, other parameters cannot be disregarded, such as 
the substitution degree of CMC (2.23, considered to be a 
high value) and the deacetylation degree of CHI (92%), 
since these can also significantly influence the morphology 
of the PEC. Therefore, we analyzed parameters such as a 
structure with relatively uniform distribution of voids and a 
greater surface contact area, to enable better interaction with 
the water molecules during swelling. 

At the moment of mixing the polymer solutions, the 
pH was near 4, i.e., the CHI chains were protonated (NH3

+) 

Figure 5. Curves of maximum compression (σmax.) versus deformation 
(ε) of the PECs. 
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and the CMC chains were neutral (-COOH). As NaOH was 
added to raise the pH to 8, the CMC chains were ionized by 
means of the COO– groups, thus allowing ionic crosslinking 
with the NH3

+ group. 
In turn, the CHI chains are longer than those of 

the CMC, so some segments of the CHI chains had no 
counterpart CMC chains with which to interact. As the pH 
became basic, the quantity of protonated groups of CHI 
decreased, becoming neutral, permitting the occurrence 
of associations of the chains, reducing the number of 
voids caused by the electrostatic repulsion when they 
were protonated. Those associations occurred due to the 
presence of new intermolecular interactions by means of 
hydrogen bonds, reducing the SwD and increasing the 
mechanical resistance of the material.

Based on these observations, the sample prepared with 

CMC:CHI volumetric ratio = 1:2 at pH 8 continued to be 
the best (Figure 6h and Table 2).

Thermal stability

Table 2 reports the values of Tonset and Tmax. for the 
PEC that did not disintegrate after the swelling test. There 
was a reduction of the Tonset values of the materials in 
relation to the pure polysaccharides (CMC = 282 ºC and 
CHI = 288 ºC). That fact can be explained by the formation 
of new interactions between the PEC structures, whether 
hydrogens bonds and/or electrostatic interactions between 
the COO– and NH3

+ groups present in the structures of CMC 
and CHI, respectively.13,57-59 These new attraction forces 
need greater energy to overcome in comparison with the 
covalent bonds existing in the polymers’ structures. This 

Figure 6. Influence of pH of the medium used to prepare the PEC on the morphology of the samples: (a) CMC:CHI = 2:1 and pH = 6; (b) CMC:CHI = 2:1 
and pH = 7; (c) CMC:CHI = 1:1 and pH = 6; (d) CMC:CHI = 1:1 and pH = 7; (e) CMC:CHI = 1:1 and pH = 8; (f) CMC:CHI = 1:2 and pH = 4; 
(g) CMC:CHI = 1:2 and pH = 7; (h) CMC:CHI = 1:2 and pH = 8.
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can explain the reduction of the Tonset values of the PEC 
samples prepared in this study.

Figure 7 presents the TG and DTG curves of two 
hydrogel samples. The choice of these two samples 
was based on the intention to apply the PEC as a soil 
conditioner, and also by the previous experiments. 
According to the swelling test, the sample with parameters  
CMC:CHI  =  1:1/pH = 6 presented the highest SwD 
(7628 ± 967%), and according to the compressive strength 
test, sample CMC:CHI = 1:2 and pH = 8 had the highest 
σmax value (0.198 ± 0.013 MPa). The profile of the curves 
shows that sample CMC:CHI= 1:2 and pH = 8 had the 
greatest thermal stability.

The analysis of the results obtained indicated that the best 
sample was that prepared with CMC:CHI ratio of 1:2, pH 8, 
and order of adding solutions of CMC (1.5% m/v) before 
CHI (1.5% m/v). Based on this conclusion and the fact that 
the CHI presented high deacetylation degree (92%) and 
greater average viscometric molar mass (Mv = 1.1 × 105) than 

the CMC (Mv = 4.8 × 103), which presented high substitution 
degree (2.23%), we propose a representation of the 
interactions that formed the PEC in this sample (Figure 8). 

Figure 7. TG and DTG curves of the PEC prepared with the conditions 
CMC:CHI = 1:1 and pH = 6, and CMC:CHI = 1:2 and pH = 8.

Figure 8. Proposed mechanism of interaction between the polysaccharides in the formation of the PEC at pH = 8 and CMC:CHI ratio = 1:2. CMC solution 
(1.5% m/v); CHI solution (1.5% m/v); MvCHI = 1.1 × 105; MvCMC = 4.8 × 103).
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Conclusions

It was possible to obtain superabsorbent PECs with 
good compressive strength through the formation of a 
polyelectrolyte complex between carboxymethylcellulose 
with high substitution degree (SD = 2.23) and chitosan 
with high deacetylation degree (DD = 92%), at basic pH, 
without the addition of a crosslinking agent, having potential 
application as a soil conditioner. We verified a significant 
variation in the morphology of the samples with respect 
to the size and number of voids when varying the reaction 
conditions. The compressive strength test indicated that the 
polyelectrolyte complex sample with the highest quantity of 
chitosan and prepared at pH 8 had the best crosslinking and 
thus the greatest mechanical resistance. The thermal analysis 
indicated a reduction of the value of Tonset of the PECs in 
relation to the pure polysaccharides, due to the formation 
of new interactions in the PEC, which required less energy 
to overcome in comparison with the covalent bonds in the 
structures of the polysaccharides. The best experimental 
conditions were CMC:CHI ratio = 1:2 and pH 8 because that 
sample presented the highest compressive strength among the 
PECs produced (0.198 ± 0.013 MPa), as well as the greatest 
thermal stability, and swelling degree of 441 ± 184%.

Supplementary Information

 Supplementary information (FTIR spectra of 
polysaccharides and PECs, 1H NMR spectrum of CMC, 
thermograms of pure polysaccharides) is available free of 
charge at http://jbcs.sbq.org.br as PDF file.
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